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When developing complex Network-on-Chip (NoC) systems we need to ensure that 
they satisfy their functional requirements. This can be achieved by developing the 
systems in a structured way using a formal method with tool support. We use the B 
Action Systems formalism for this purpose. We give a general formal framework for the 
development of NoC systems avoiding architectures with complex controllers and 
complex arbiter modules for deciding the routing path of a data packet. The 
development is performed in a stepwise manner composing more advanced routing 
components out of simpler units. 
 
 
Keywords: B Method, Action Systems, Network-on-Chip, formal verification, parallel 
composition 
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With the advances in the semiconductor technology, we can have thousands of 
computational resources on a single chip [17]. Network-on-Chip (NoC) systems are 
useful for connecting this vast amount of resources. These systems are used in many 
important applications, such as in automotive and airplane control systems. Hence, it is 
important that they are reliable. Since NoC systems are also often very complex, it is 
important to build formally verified specifications that are structured and unambiguous. 
Therefore, efficient methods are needed in order to specify reliable NoC systems, as 
well as to model the communication and verify their design.  

Formal methods for distributed systems can be used for this purpose. In order to 
facilitate the formal development, tool support is needed. B Action Systems [10, 35] is 
such a formal method. The B Action Systems is a state-based formalism that was 
created in order to be able to reason about parallel and distributed systems, like Action 
Systems [7, 8], within the B Method [1]. While Action Systems provides a rigorous 
framework for interconnect circuit design [22, 26, 27, 30], the B Method is provided 
with commercial tool support, e.g., Atelier B [12].   

In this paper we are mainly interested in the router, the most important part of a 
NoC system, and how it distributes data packets. Since there is one router per resource 
on a NoC, a single chip could contain thousands of routers. After interconnect wires, 
routers are the most power consuming parts on a NoC [33]. The more complex the 
router the bigger the power consumption. Therefore, they need to be small, simple, 
efficient and reliable. 

We focus on the formal specification of communication routers and give a 
compositional framework for asynchronous routing schemes for NoC system design 
using the B Action Systems formalism. We propose a development method where we 
create the specification in a component-wise and hierarchical manner. We rely on the 
method developed by Tsiopoulos et al [32] for System-on-Chip intercommunication 
design. A structured approach to specifications is essential in particular for complex 
systems. Within our framework the routers are composed out of simple asynchronous 
channels relying on the request and acknowledgement phases of the asynchronous 
communication. In order to provide the flow control for routing data packets efficiently 
in a network, simple asynchronous system modules are further composed out of these 
routers. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes briefly the NoC 
paradigm. In Section 3 an overview of the B Action Systems formalism adapted for the 
NoC system design is given. Section 4 formally specifies a router within the B Action 
Systems formalism using the proposed compositional development method. In Section 
5 we elaborate on related work and in Section 6 some concluding remarks are drawn. 
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Nowadays the technological advances allow for millions of transistors on a single chip. 
Therefore, bus-based System-on-Chip (SoC) communication architectures are not 
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sufficient anymore. The NoC paradigm was recently proposed as a solution to the 
increasing problems of on-chip communication [13, 17]. A regular, two dimensional 
NoC architecture consists of one router per functional resource [21]. The routers are 
responsible for the data transactions between the resources. Thus, the performance and 
reliability of the NoC architecture depends on the performance and reliability of its 
routers. Therefore, the design of routers is the most important part of the design of a 
NoC approach and efficient methods are needed for this.  

Generally, two different main routing modes are used, the deterministic and the 
adaptive mode [23]. Even a combination of the modes has been used in DyAD [18]. In 
deterministic routing the path is determined by the source and the destination address. 
The main advantages of this routing is the simplicity in terms of routers design and low 
routing latency when the network is not congested. On the other hand, the disadvantage 
is that deterministic routers suffer from throughput degradation when the network is 
congested. In adaptive routing given a source and a destination address, the path taken 
by a packet depends on dynamic network conditions. This increases the possibilities of 
packets to avoid congested links by using alternative routing paths, which in turn leads 
to higher throughput. The disadvantage of adaptive routing is that it has a higher 
routing latency compared to deterministic routing, at low levels of network congestion. 
This is due to the extra logic needed in order to decide on a good path. Moreover, the 
flexibility in routing the data packets can lead to packet cycling, where the same packet 
arrives to the same router several times. This problem can be avoided by explicit 
restrictions [11] in the design of the routers. We have chosen the adaptive routing mode 
in this paper due to its flexibility and take care of the cycling problem via the features 
of our formalism.     

The timing in the NoC systems is also important for the performance of the routers. 
There are two main schemes for the timing of hardware systems, the synchronous and 
asynchronous schemes. In the synchronous timing scheme the whole system is 
synchronized by a single clock or by several clocks with a synchronization controlling 
mechanism. In the asynchronous scheme there is no clock and the operation of the 
whole system relies on the request and acknowledgement phases of the communication 
between the subsystems. For NoC system design the main timing approach has been 
the Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous system approach [17, 18]. It is a 
combination of synchronous and asynchronous timing where the operation of the 
functional resources is controlled by clocks and the inter-resource communication is 
asynchronous. 

The completely asynchronous approach we use in this paper has several advantages 
compared to any synchronous one. There are no synchronization problems as the 
complexity of a chip increases and there are no clock related problems, like clock skew 
and clock delay. Moreover, there is less power consumption on an asynchronous NoC 
system, because its parts are active only when and where needed [16]. The 
electromagnetic emission is also low, since the activity is not synchronized by periodic 
clocks.  

Although there is much work presented on NoC systems, there is not much on 
formal specification and design of such complex systems using tool support. We use 
the B Action Systems formalism for specification and verification of asynchronous and 
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adaptive routing schemes for NoC systems and for providing a formal framework for 
structured and hierarchical NoC system design with commercial tool support.
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B Action Systems [10, 35] is a state-based formalism based on Action Systems and the 
B Method. The B Action Systems formalism was created in order to be able to reason 
about parallel and distributed systems, like Action Systems, within the B Method and is 
related to Event B [2].  

The form of a B action system [1] is given in Fig. 1. The system is identified by a 
unique name. The variables of the system are given in the VARIABLES-clause. The 
INVARIANT-clause defines the types of the local variables and gives their guaranteed 
behaviour. Initial values are assigned to the local variables in the INITIALISATION-
clause. The operations (or actions) in the OPERATIONS-clause are of the form Oper = 
SELECT P THEN S END, where P is a predicate (later called a guard) on the variables 
and S is a substitution statement. When P holds the action Oper is said to be enabled. 
Only enabled actions are considered for execution and if there are several actions 
enabled simultaneously they are selected for execution in a non-deterministic manner. 
When there are no enabled actions the system terminates. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Example of a B action system 

 
The substitution statement in the operation (action) can, for example, be a skip-
substitution, a simple substitution, a multiple substitution, a preconditioned substitution 
or a guarded substitution [1]. Each substitution statement S is defined as a predicate 
transformer that transforms a postcondition Q into the weakest precondition, wp(S,Q) 
[14], the initial states from which S is guaranteed to terminate. The substitutions above 
are defined as follows: 

 
 wp(skip, Q)   = Q 
 wp(x:=e, Q)   = Q[x:=e] 
 wp(x:=e || y:=f, Q)   = Q[x,y:=e,f], where x ∩ y = ∅ 
 wp(PRE P THEN S END, Q)      = P ∧ wp(S,Q) 

MACHINE A 
INCLUDES/EXTENDS/SEES  
  B 
VARIABLES  
  x 
INVARIANT 
  Inv(x) 
INITIALISATION 
  x := x0 
OPERATIONS  
  Oper1 = SELECT P1 THEN S1 END; 
   … 
  Opern = SELECT Pn THEN Sn END 
END 
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 wp(SELECT P THEN S END, Q)  = P k  wp(S,Q) 
 
where x and y are distinct variables, e and f are expressions, P is a predicate and S is a 
substitution statement. 

Structuring mechanisms as, e.g., SEES, INCLUDES and EXTENDS can be used to 
express B action systems as a composition of subsidiary systems [1]. The SEES-
mechanism allows read access to the seeing system, meaning that variables of the seen 
system can be used in the initialization and actions of the seeing system. By using the 
INCLUDES-mechanism the invariant of the including system can express requirements 
on the variables of the included system. The variables of the included system are 
directly visible to the including system, but may only be updated via the included 
system. Actions of the included system can be made available by promoting them into 
the including system within a PROMOTES-clause. These actions must preserve the 
invariant of the including system. If all the actions of the included system are to be 
promoted to the including system, then the included system is an extension which can 
be modelled with the EXTENDS-mechanism.  

When modelling a system as composition of subsystems instances are useful. An 
instance inst of a system A is referenced in B Action Systems via the renaming function 
in B, inst.A. The above mechanisms and the instantiation of subsystems allow us to 
have a structured, hierarchical and well defined development method for system 
design. 
 

3.1. Communication mechanisms        
 
In B Action Systems we can have global variables that can be read and updated by 
more than one system. The global variable z is declared in a separate machine 
GlobalVar_z. It is then INCLUDED in the systems that refer to the global variable as 
shown in Fig. 2. By including the machine GlobalVar_z in system A and system B the 
systems are both allowed to assign a new value y to the variable z via the operation 
assign_z(y) [10, 35]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Global variables in B 

 
For communication purposes we can also declare global procedures in B Action 

Systems [31]. The procedures are of the same form as the actions. When an action, 

MACHINE GlobalVar_z 
VARIABLES  
  z 
INVARIANT 
  J(z) 
INITIALISATION 
  z := z0 
OPERATIONS  
  assign_z(y) = PRE J(y) THEN z := y 
END 

MACHINE  A 
INCLUDES  GlobalVar_z  
VARIABLES 
  … 
END 

MACHINE  B 
INCLUDES  GlobalVar_z  
VARIABLES 
  … 
END 
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A_oper = SELECT P THEN S || Proc END, calls a procedure, Proc = SELECT Q THEN T 
END, action A_oper is enabled only if procedure Proc is also enabled (P ∧ Q holds). 
The action and the procedure are executed as an atomic entity. More details on 
procedures are given elsewhere [31, 34]. We note that in B Action Systems the calling 
action and the procedure need to be in separate machines. 
 

3.2. Composing the model 
 
B action systems can be composed into parallel systems [10, 28]. The parallel 
composition of B action systems can be presented using the EXTENDS-clause. This also 
provides an efficient way to model system hierarchy, i.e., a system can be modelled as 
a composition of subsystems listed in the EXTENDS-clause. Let us consider the B 
action systems in Fig. 3 where system A extends system B indicating that A is 
considered to be composed in parallel with B. 

The parallel composition AB of subsystem A and subsystem B is formed by merging 
the variables, invariants, procedures and actions of A and B. The local variables x and y 
of the subsystems have to be distinct. This can, however, easily be achieved by 
renaming before forming the composition. The global variable z will be a global 
variable of the parallel composition. Since the invariant of system AB is the conjunction 
of the invariants of the subsystems, the action A_oper should preserve the invariant 
Inv_B and the action B_oper should preserve the invariant Inv_A. This is mainly a 
restriction on the assignments to the common global variables z. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Parallel composition with EXTENDS of B action systems A and B 
 
Another hierarchical way to model composition of B Action Systems can be achieved 
by using the INCLUDES structuring mechanism, i.e., a system can be modelled as a 
parallel composition of itself and a number of subsystems or instances of these listed in 
its INCLUDES-clause. This composition is shown in Fig. 4 where system A includes 
system B.  

The invariant of system A is the conjunction of its own invariant and the invariant 
of subsystem B. Hence, the actions in system A should preserve the invariant of its 
subsystems. We assume that a system can contain actions, as well as procedures in its 

MACHINE  A  
EXTENDS 
  B 
VARIABLES  
   x 
INVARIANT  
   Inv_A  
INITIALISATION 
  x := x0 
OPERATIONS 
   A_oper = ... 
END 

MACHINE B 
INCLUDES 
  GlobalVar_z 
VARIABLES  
   y 
INVARIANT  
   Inv_B 
INITIALISATION 
  y := y0 
OPERATIONS 
  B_oper =  ... 
END 

parallel 
comp.

MACHINE  AB 
INCLUDES 
  GlobalVar_z 
VARIABLES  
   x, y 
INVARIANT  
   Inv_A /\ Inv_B 
INITIALISATION 
  x := x0 || y := y0 
OPERATIONS 
   A_oper = ... ; 
   B_oper = ... 
END 
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OPERATIONS-clause. In order to form the composition of the systems A and B, all the 
actions and some of the procedures of the included subsystem B are promoted to 
system A. Only the procedures of the subsystem that preserve the invariant of system A 
are promoted. These procedures can be considered to form the interface of system A. 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Parallel composition with INCLUDES of B action systems A and B 
 

The invariant of system A is the conjunction of its own invariant and the invariant 
of subsystem B. Hence, the actions in system A should preserve the invariant of its 
subsystems. We assume that a system can contain actions, as well as procedures in its 
OPERATIONS-clause. In order to form the composition of the systems A and B, all the 
actions and some of the procedures of the included subsystem B are promoted to 
system A. Only the procedures of the subsystem that preserve the invariant of system A 
are promoted. These procedures can be considered to form the interface of system A. 

For developing complex systems, like NoC systems, we propose a hierarchical 
design approach using parallel composition with INCLUDES and PROMOTES. Hence, 
we compose the specification of the system out of components. In the compositional 
development we proceed as follows: 

 
1. Define the global variables of the system 
2. Specify the basic components (or subsystems) of the system  
3. Create a system for controlling the subsystems (via inclusion) 

a. Add the interface procedures to the subsystems 
b. Promote the actions of the subsystems into the 

controlling system 
c. Specify actions in the including system that schedule 

the execution of the subsystems via calls to their 
procedures 

4. Repeat step 3 until the desired level of control has been 
reached 

 
Note that the interface procedures can be added to the subsystems in Step (3a) either by 
creating them or by promoting them. By composing systems in the above way we have 

MACHINE  A 
INCLUDES 
  B 
PROMOTES 
  B_oper, B_proc2 
INVARIANT  
   Inv_A  ∧ Inv_B 
OPERATIONS 
   A_oper1 = SELECT P1 THEN S1 || B_proc1 
END; 
   A_oper2 = SELECT P2 THEN S2 || B_proc2 
END 
END 

MACHINE  B 
INCLUDES  GlobalVar_z  
INVARIANT  Inv_B 
OPERATIONS 
   B_oper = ...; 
   B_proc1 = …; 
   B_proc2 = … 
END 
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a formal and structured specification of them, which can be verified with the help of 
the tool support. 
  

3.3. Consistency proofs 
  
The guaranteed behaviour of a system is given in the invariant. In order to show that 
the variables and the actions conform to the invariant we prove the internal consistency 
of the system [1]. A system A with the state variables x, the invariant Inv_A and actions 
A_operi = SELECT Pi THEN Si END is internally consistent, if the following proof 
obligations hold: 

(C1) o  x. Inv_A 
(C2) wp(x:=x0, Inv_A) 
(C3) (Inv_A ∧ Pi) p  q wp(Si, Inv_A) 
 

Intuitively, we have to prove that the invariant is consistent (C1) and that it is 
established initially (C2). Furthermore, each action A_operi of system A should preserve 
the invariant (C3). The proof obligations (C1) – (C3) are generated automatically with 
the tool support Atelier B for the B Action Systems. With the automatic and interactive 
proof tools of Atelier B these proof obligations can then be discharged. 

For a hierarchical system composition to be internally consistent, the following 
compositionality theorem [32] should hold. This theorem was inspired by the theorem in 
[9]. Relying on this theorem we can build consistent systems out of consistent 
subsystems in a compositional manner.  
 
THEOREM 1. Let systems A and B form subsystems of system C. Assume that these 
subsystems are internally consistent. Furthermore assume that  

(a) the variables of the subsystems are disjoint: var of A ∩ var of B r = ∅ 
(b) each subsystem respects the invariant of the other subsystem, and 
(c) the system C respects the invariants of the subsystems. 

Then system C is internally consistent. 
 

Theorem 1(a) requires that the variables of the subsystems are disjoint. This is 
easily achieved by renaming their variables. Furthermore, the actions of the subsystems 
should preserve each other’s invariants. This is mainly a restriction on the assignments 
to the common global variables in the actions of the subsystems. If system C includes 
instances of the subsystems, these subsystems will by definition have disjoint variables. 
Hence, Theorem 1(a) and 1(b) hold trivially. Theorem 1(c) will be proved with the help 
of the Atelier B tool for B Action Systems, since the invariants of the subsystems are 
included in the invariant of the system.  
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We show our specification method by modelling a routing scheme in a two 
dimensional (2D) mesh (see Fig. 10) NoC as a case study. Since the specification of 
routers leads to complex systems, a compositional development method is needed. 
Following our development method using B Action Systems, as presented in Section 
3.2, we start by specifying a channel as a basic component. Then we create a router that 
uses instances of this channel to distribute data packets. Finally, instances of this router 
are composed into a module which controls the packet distribution in the network. We 
emphasize that our framework can be easily extended for other topologies, like, for 
example, the honeycomb topology [17] or the octagon topology [19]. 

 

4.1. Specifying the channels   
 
The development of the routing scheme of the 2D mesh NoC starts with the 
specification of a channel giving its variables and properties within the B Action 
Systems formalism. This involves Steps (1) and (2) of our development method 
presented in Section 3.2. To exemplify these steps we here specify an abstract point-to-
point channel, i.e., an asynchronous push channel transferring data upon request [25]. 

The push channel, which is here considered to be buffer-less, can propagate data as 
well as control values. The variables cin and cout model the communication control at 
the input and the output of the channel, respectively. They can have a request value 
(here modelled as TRUE) or an acknowledgement value (here FALSE). Moreover, the 
data in the input and output of the channel is given as the variables din and dout of the 
generic type DATA. The values of cin and cout can be observed by the modules which 
will be connected to the input and the output of this channel, respectively. When the 
input of the channel receives data, this data is propagated to the output of the channel. 
After the data has been removed from the output of the channel, cout is acknowledged. 
The channel propagates backwards the acknowledgement to its input cin and becomes 
ready to receive new data again. A diagrammatic view of this channel is given below in 
Fig. 4. 

 
 
                   cin   cout 

                        din   dout 
 

Fig. 4. The asynchronous push channel 
 
 

When modelling the asynchronous push channel as a B action system we first 
create a system ChannelData for defining the global variables (Step (1)) of the 
channel. For each global variable (cin, cout, din and dout) we give a procedure for 
changing its value. The procedures for changing the data values also change the 
corresponding control values, since both data and requests are propagated along the 
channel simultaneously. The B Action System specification of ChannelData is given in 
Fig. 5. System def defines the deferred set DATA. 
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Fig. 5. The B action system for ChannelData 

 
After we have defined the global variables of the channel in ChannelData, we 

create the basic component of a router (Step (2)), the asynchronous push channel. The 
channel component is given as the B action system PushChannel that includes 
ChannelData. The action TransferData propagates the data along the channel upon 
request on cin. Action AckTransfer is enabled when cout is acknowledged (by another 
system) and then it acknowledges cin. The invariant of the channel guarantees that 
when cout has received the data, then cin must also have received this data. 
Furthermore, if this is the case, then the data at the output of the channel is equal to the 
data at the input (dout = din). Moreover, when cin has been acknowledged, then cout 
must also have been acknowledged. The B Action System specification of 
PushChannel and its relationship to ChannelData is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
          
 
 
 
         
             
 
 
 
 

 
                 
 
 

 
                    

 
 

Fig. 6. The B action system for PushChannel  

SEES 

MACHINE ChannelData 
SEES def 
VARIABLES cin, cout, din, dout 
INVARIANT cin∈BOOL ∧ cout∈BOOL ∧ din∈DATA ∧ dout∈DATA 
INITIALISATION  
 cin := FALSE || cout := FALSE || din :∈ DATA || dout :∈ DATA 
OPERATIONS 
 ChangeCin(bb) =   PRE bb ∈ BOOL THEN cin := bb END; 
 ChangeCout(bb) =   PRE bb ∈ BOOL THEN cout := bb END; 
 ChangeCoutAndDout(bb,dd) =  

 PRE bb ∈ BOOL ∧ dd ∈ DATA 
 THEN cout := bb || dout := dd END; 

 ChangeCinAndDin(bb,dd) =  
 PRE bb ∈ BOOL ∧ dd ∈ DATA  
 THEN cin := bb || din := dd END 

END 

MACHINE def 
SETS DATA 
END 
 

INCLUDES 

MACHINE PushChannel 
INCLUDES ChannelData 
SEES def 
INVARIANT 
 (cout = TRUE ∧ cin = TRUE �  dout = din) ∧ 

(cin = FALSE �  cout = FALSE) 
OPERATIONS 
        TransferData = 
           SELECT cin = TRUE THEN ChangeCoutAndDout(TRUE,din) END; 
        AckTransfer =  
           SELECT cout = FALSE THEN ChangeCin(FALSE) END 
END 

MACHINE ChannelData MACHINE def 

SEES 
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4.2. Composing channels to a router 
 
In the 2D mesh network every node in the middle of the network is connected to four 
other nodes and at each node there are four routers. More specifically, we here focus on 
the router receiving data packets from its northern router via push channel p0 and 
sending them to its eastern, southern and western routers via push channels p1, p2 and 
p3, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7. The other three routers at the same node work 
similarly receiving data packets from east, south and west, respectively. 
 
                       p0             
       
                          p3                    p1 
                       

  p2 
 

Fig. 7. A router of a two dimensional mesh network 
 

After the basic push channel has been specified, we can create a router for 
controlling instances of the channel (Step (3)). Channel p0 acts as the input channel of 
the router and channels p1, p2 and p3 as its output channels. Before we give the 
specification of the router as a B action system, we add new global procedures (Step 
(3a)) to system PushChannel for changing the values of the global variables that form 
the interface of the channel. These procedures restrict the changes on the global 
variables according to the invariant of PushChannel. Hence, we allow the router to 
assign only the request value to cin with the data din in ProcChangeCinAndDin and the 
acknowledgement value to cout in ProcChangeCoutFalse, as shown in Fig. 8. 
 

 
  
 
 
      
              INCLUDES 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. New global procedures in PushChannel 

 
We can now create system Router given in Fig. 9. Four instances of PushChannel 

are included in Router and their actions are promoted (Step (3b)). We specify two new 
actions, DistributeData and CollectAck, for controlling the channels and propagating 
the data along them (Step (3c)). 

MACHINE PushChannel 
… 
OPERATIONS 
    TransferData = … 
    AckTransfer = … 
    ProcChangeCinAndDin(dd) =  
       PRE dd ∈ DATA 
       THEN SELECT cin = FALSE 

 THEN ChangeCinAndDin(TRUE, dd) 
         END 
       END; 
    ProcChangeCoutFalse = ChangeCout(FALSE) 
END 

MACHINE ChannelData 
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                                INCLUDES 
 

  
                                                      INCLUDES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9. The B action system for Router 
 

Action DistributeData copies the request value of the communication and the data 
from the input channel to the output channels, so that the data can be propagated 
further to the neighbouring routers. Action CollectAck propagates backwards the 
acknowledgement values of the channels p1, p2 and p3 to indicate that the router is 
ready to receive new downward data packets via channel p0 again. The values of the 
relevant global variables of the push channels are changed by calling the corresponding 
new procedures in PushChannel, ProcChangeCinAndDin and ProcChangeCoutFalse. 
The invariant of Router states that when the output channels, p1, p2 and p3, have 
received the request (and the data), then the input channel, p0, must also have been 
requested. Furthermore, when the input channel has been acknowledged, then the 
output channels must also have been acknowledged. 

 

MACHINE Router 
INCLUDES p0.PushChannel, … , p3.PushChannel 
SEES def 
PROMOTES p0.TransferData, p0.AckTransfer, … , p3.AckTransfer 
INVARIANT 
       (p1.cin = TRUE ∧ p2.cin = TRUE ∧ p3.cin = TRUE �  p0.cout = TRUE) ∧ 
       (p0.cout =FALSE �  p1.cin = FALSE ∧ p2.cin = FALSE ∧ p3.cin = FALSE) ∧ 
       (p0.cout = TRUE �  p0.cin = TRUE) ∧  /* Invariant of subsystem p0 */ 
       (p0.cout = TRUE ∧ p0.cin = TRUE �  p0.dout = p0.din) ∧ 
       … ∧ (p3.cout = TRUE �  p3.cin = TRUE) ∧  /* Invariant of subsystem p3 */ 
       (p3.cout = TRUE ∧ p3.cin = TRUE �  p3.dout = p3.din) 
 OPERATIONS 
      DistributeData = SELECT  p0.cout = TRUE 

 THEN p1.ProcChangeCinAndDin(p0.dout) || 
   p2.ProcChangeCinAndDin(p0.dout) || 

   p3.ProcChangeCinAndDin(p0.dout) END; 
      CollectAck =  SELECT p1.cin = FALSE ∧ p2.cin = FALSE ∧ p3.cin = FALSE 

 THEN p0.GlobalChangeCoutFalse END 
END 

MACHINE PushChannel 
… 
OPERATIONS 
… 
   ProcChangeCinAndDin(dd) =  
       PRE dd ∈ DATA 
       THEN SELECT cin = FALSE 

 THEN ChangeCinAndDin(TRUE,dd) 
         END 
       END; 
    ProcChangeCoutFalse = ChangeCout(FALSE) 
END 
 

MACHINE ChannelData 
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4.3. Composing routers to a system module   
 
In a network with a set of routers specified in Section 4.2, there is a possibility for 
packet cycling when data is propagated. This can be solved by creating a module that 
controls a number of routers in the network (Step (3)).  

Let us consider the following example. A region of four nodes in a 2D network is 
shown in Fig. 10, where the routers are named a, b, c and d. We assume that a data 
packet leaves from some router in the network and that the packet arrives after some 
time at the routers a and d. The same packet will be at channel p1 of a and at channel 
p3 of d. In this case the data transfer is not allowed to take place over these channels 
and the routing control will take care of avoiding packet cycling. 
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Fig. 10.  Part of a two dimensional NoC mesh 
 
 

For the B Action Systems modelling we first add the interface procedures (Step 
(3a)) to system Router by promoting them from system PushChannel. Via these 
procedures we can assign the request value and propagate the data to the input of 
channel p0 and acknowledge the outputs of channels p1, p2 and p3, as e.g., 
p0.ProcChangeCinAndDin and p1.ProcChangeCoutFalse shown in Fig. 11.   

Finally, we design system Module_abcd to instantiate and include the relevant 
routers. The actions of the routers are promoted in this system (Step (3b)). In order to 
control the routers we create new actions (Step (3c)).  The actions TransferData_ab 
and TransferData_dc propagate data downwards from routers a and d to the 
neighboring routers b and c, respectively. Except for these actions we need actions that 
detect the cycling. For example action CheckCycling_ad detects cycling between 
routers a and d and acknowledges the outputs of channels a.p1 and d.p3 canceling the 
data packets on them. The specification of Module_abcd is given in Fig. 11.  
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Fig. 11.  Part of  the B action system for Module_abcd 
 

To complete the specification three more modules should be created to control the 
other routers on the four nodes in Fig. 10. These are the routers receiving data packets 
from the other three directions. By composing all these modules in parallel we achieve 
a well structured and efficient routing scheme for NoC systems. Depending on the 
application extra logic may be added to the routers and the modules controlling them.  
 

4.4. Verification of the development 
 
In order to prove that the system is valuable and satisfies its functional requirements we 
have to check that it fulfils its guaranteed behaviour, i.e., it is internally consistent. 

MACHINE Module_abcd 
INCLUDES  a.Router, b.Router, c.Router, d.Router 
SEES def 
PROMOTES a.DistributeData, …, d.CollectAck, a.p0.TransferData, …, d.p3.AckTransfer 
INVARIANT     
   (b.p0.cin = TRUE �  a.p2.cout = FALSE) ∧ 
   (c.p0.cin = TRUE �  d.p2.cout = FALSE) ∧ 

/* Invariants of routers a, b, c and d */ 
   (a.p1.cin = TRUE ∧ a.p2.cin = TRUE ∧ a.p3.cin = TRUE �  a.p0.cout = TRUE) ∧ 
   (a.p0.cout = FALSE �  a.p1.cin = FALSE ∧ a.p2.cin = FALSE ∧ a.p3.cin = FALSE) ∧ 
    …  ∧  
       /* Invariants of push channels a.p0 – d.p3 */ 
   (a.p0.cout = TRUE �  a.p0.cin = TRUE) ∧ 
   (a.p0.cout = TRUE ∧ a.p0.cin = TRUE �  a.p0.dout = a.p0.din) ∧ 
   …  
OPERATIONS 
    CheckCycling_ad = 
 SELECT  a.p1.cout = TRUE ∧ d.p3.cout = TRUE ∧ a.p1.dout = d.p3.dout 
  THEN  a.p1.ProcChangeCoutFalse || d.p3.ProcChangeCoutFalse END; 
    CheckCycling_bc = …; 
    TransferData_ab = 

SELECT  a.p2.cout = TRUE ∧ b.p0.cin = FALSE 
THEN b.p0.ProcChangeCinAndDin(a.p2.dout) || a.p2.ProcChangeCoutFalse END; 

    TransferData_dc = … 
END 

MACHINE Router 
INCLUDES p0.PushChannel, … , p3.PushChannel 
PROMOTES   
 p0.TransferData, p0.AckTransfer, … , p3.AckTransfer, /* Actions of PushChannel */ 
 p0.ProcChangeCinAndDin, p1.ProcChangeCoutFalse, /* Procedures of PushChannel */ 
 p2.ProcChangeCoutFalse, p3.ProcChangeCoutFalse 
INVARIANT     …   
OPERATIONS ... 
END 
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Hence, to prove that the composed system Module_abcd is internally consistent we 
generate the proof obligations (C1) – (C3) for all its subsystems with the tool Atelier B. 
The automatic and interactive prover of the tool can then discharge the proof 
obligations.  

Table I below shows that all the proof obligations for the routing scheme were 
discharged automatically. Most of the proof obligations are obvious due to the simple 
structure of the modules. Furthermore, there are no quantified expressions in the 
invariant. Our incremental structure of the invariant can be seen in the increased number 
of proof obligations in the modules higher up in the hierarchical composition.   

 
Table I. Number of proof obligations for the whole system 

Component Obvious p.o. Generated p.o. Autom. proved 

ChannelData 24 0 100% 

PushChannel 19 0 100% 

Router 183 1 100% 

Module_abcd 548 0 100% 

TOTAL 774 1 100% 
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A framework which has influenced our approach is Reo [4, 5, 6]. It is a recently 
introduced channel-based coordination model, where complex coordinators, also called 
connectors, are compositionally built out of simpler ones. The connectors coordinate 
components and both the connectors and the components are distributed and mobile. 
However, they only rely on the functionality of the subsystems and their simple 
interconnection, while our framework allows us to add and verify extra functionality in 
the composed system to control the subsystems.  

In order to avoid the cycling of packets in the network, various routing schemes use 
the odd-even routing together with the adaptive routing mode [11, 18]. The odd-even 
routing prohibits specific turns in odd and even numbered columns of a network to stop 
the same data packet from cycling back to routers which have already received and 
distributed it. In order to achieve the results of this routing scheme we have embedded 
the required logic via the B Action Systems features into the system modules 
controlling the routers giving similar specifications independently of where they reside 
in the network. 

Our abstract routing scheme can be compared to the DyAD (Dynamically switching 
between Adaptive and Deterministic modes) routing scheme presented by Hu et al [18]. 
DyAD combines the advantages of both deterministic and adaptive routing [23], by 
switching between the two routing modes depending on the congestion levels on the 
network. Since DyAD combines the advantages of these routing modes, its performance 
is consistently better than purely adaptive routing schemes. Even if DyAD has a good 
performance, the main disadvantage of the method is its complexity. In order to 
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achieve the switching between the modes mentioned above, a DyAD router consists of 
many different complex components. Because of all this complexity, there is routing 
path selection delay and crossbar arbitration delay. Within our approach this 
complexity is eliminated by composing routers out of simple asynchronous channels 
relying on the request and acknowledgement phases of a communication. The flow 
control for providing efficient routing of data packets is taken care of by controlling 
modules composed out of simple routers. 

In order to increase the maximum tolerable load of a NoC, a proximity congestion 
awareness technique is proposed by Nilsson et al [24] where routers use load 
information of neighboring routers for their own routing decisions. In our approach we 
keep the routers simple only allowing them to distribute data packets and the routing 
decisions are taken by the modules controlling them. This goes hand in hand with the 
requirement that the routers themselves must be as small and efficient as possible in 
order to limit the overhead in terms of size, power and routing path selection delay 
introduced by the NoC. 

A formal approach for NoC system design using Action Systems is presented by 
Liljeberg [22] where the routers are asynchronous and use pipelining for the 
distribution of data. However, this approach lacks tool support for the formal 
development. Another approach to design NoC systems formally is given by Schmaltz 
et al [29]. They have tool support for their method, but their specifications contain 
complex arbitration logic and are not generic as ours. Al Sammane et al [3] also have 
tool support for their NoC system design. However, they consider only synchronous 
systems which are not of interest for us due to their disadvantages compared to 
asynchronous systems. Another formal and synchronous approach to specify protocols 
for NoC systems is given by Gebremichael et al [15], where PVS is used as a 
verification tool. 
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Formal methods with commercial tool support are important for the design of complex 
NoC systems in order to help to eliminate and correct errors in the early design phases. 
Even though, there has not yet been much work on formal specification of NoC 
systems. In this paper we have specified an abstract routing scheme for NoC system 
design in the formal B Action Systems framework having commercial tool support. We 
have given a new and convenient routing scheme on a NoC.  

We proposed a compositional development method where we created the 
specification in a component-wise and hierarchical manner. We started by creating the 
basic components and composed controlling components in layers on top of them. For 
the NoC system development we first specified the channels in our framework. Then 
out of these channels we composed routers. Finally, we included these routers into 
modules that take care of the needed arbitration to select the path and to control the 
congestion levels on the network, as well as to eliminate the data packet cycling. The 
development steps were performed in the B Action Systems framework which enabled 
us to prove the consistency of the modules.  
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The B Action Systems formalism offers the notion of stepwise superposition 
refinement [7, 20] where abstract specifications can be stepwise refined towards 
executable implementations proving the correctness of each step. Here we have only 
given a B Action Systems specification of the routing scheme of a NoC system, but in 
our future work we will try to investigate how easy it is to generate implementations of 
these specifications that can be mapped to an asynchronous hardware language, as for 
example Haste [16]. In this way we will have implementations of verified NoC systems 
already in an early abstract state which in our opinion will further aid the design 
process.  

Via the features of B Action Systems and the structured modeling we achieve the 
positive features of different NoC approaches without their level of complexity. Due to 
our modular approach of the development we can also reuse in different applications 
earlier defined and internally consistent channels and routers, which may reside in a 
library. We believe that the incremental compositionality of the routers and the 
modules controlling them, can help reducing the complexity and also the involved costs 
of NoC system design and development. 
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